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Let F
q
denote the "nite "eld of order q, a power of a prime p, and n be a positive
integer. We resolve completely the question of whether there exists a primitive element
of F
qn
which is such that it and its reciprocal both have zero trace over F
q
. Trivially,
there is no such element when n(5: we establish existence for all pairs (q, n) (n55)
except (4, 5), (2, 6), and (3, 6). Equivalently, with the same exceptions, there is always
a primitive polynomial P(x) of degree n over F
q
whose coe$cients of x and of xn~1
are both zero. The method employs Kloosterman sums and a sieving technique.
( 2000 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
Let F
q
denote the "nite "eld of order q, a power of a prime p. The
multiplicative group F*
q
of F
q
is cyclic of order q!1; a generator is known as
a primitive element of F
q
. Thus, F
q
contains /(q!1) primitive elements, where
/ is Euler’s function. Further, for n51, a nonzero element m of the extension
F
qn
is a primitive element of F
qn
if and only if its associated minimal poly-
nomial Pm(x) over Fq is primitive (of degree n), i.e., is an irreducible polynomial1This paper was partially supported by the National Science Council in Taiwan, ROC, under
Grant NSC882115M001002.
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q
of order qn!1. In particular, there are /(qn!1)/n primitive poly-
nomials over F
q
of degree n. Primitivity is fragile; it is a property that is
jeopardised when the element in question is multiplied by or added to
another member of the "eld. Nevertheless, if m is a primitive element of F
q
,
then so is 1/m.
It is both a natural challenge and of theoretical importance to seek
to establish the existence of a primitive polynomial Pm(x) with one or
more of its coe$cients prescribed. Indeed, to have as many zero coe$cients
in Pm (x) as possible is particularly satisfactory. Now, the existence
problem for primitive elements m of F
qn
with prescribed trace over F
q
(i.e.,
with the coe$cient of xn~1 in Pm (x) given) has been solved completely
by the second author [2] (see also [7]). In respect of the narrowed
question of the existence of such a primitive element with zero trace, it is
necessary that n53 (except when n"2 and q"3), and it was shown in [2]
that, when n53, such a primitive element exists, except when n"3 and
q"4.
In this paper we settle the problem of the existence of an element m of
F
qn
satisfying the more demanding conditions that both m and 1/m are
primitive elements with trace 0 (where, from [2], we may suppose n53).
Equivalently, Pm (x) must be a primitive polynomial whose coe$cients of
xn~1 and x are both zero. Now, it is evident that an irreducible cubic
binomial x3#a over F
q
has order a divisor of 3(q!1) and an irreducible
quartic of the form x4#ax2#b has order a divisor of 2(q2!1). We may
therefore assume that n55. The problem posed is therefore resolved by the
following theorem proved in this paper.
We use „
n
for the trace function from F
qn
to F
q
.
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose n55. „hen there exists a primitive element m of
F
qn
such that „
n
(m)"„
n
(1/m)"0, except when n"5 and q"4 or n"6 and
q"2 or 3.
Also solved, for n55, is the more general existence question of a primitive
element m of F
qn
for which „
n
(m)"a and „
n
(1/m)"b, where a and b are given
(arbitrary) members of F
q
. Although for a and b not both zero the broad
strategy is similar to that considered here, the details are su$ciently di!erent
to warrant a separate treatment. Accordingly, the second author has written
a further paper [4] dealing with the cases in which a and b are not both zero.
Indeed, the reader may observe from [2] that this is consistent with the
situation of primitive elements with prescribed trace: the proof in the case of
trace zero (drawn from [1]) is rather di!erent from that for a nonzero trace. It
turns out that, in the present circumstances, the conditions when both traces
are prescribed to be zero are somewhat more stringent than for other
prescribed traces and again justi"es singling out the former for special
treatment. On the other hand, there is a compensating simpli"cation in the
PRIMITIVE ELEMENTS WITH ZERO TRACES 127case when both traces are zero that is not generally applicable which we
proceed to describe.
Let m"(qn!1)/(q!1) and suppose that m3F*
qn
is such that
„
n
(m)"„
n
(1/m)"0 and that m is no kind of mth power in F
qn
, i.e., m"ad with
a3F
qn
and d Dm implies d"1. Then, for a "xed primitive element c of F
qn
,
m"ck, where (k, m)"1. Now, for any j, c :"cjm3F*
q
. Select j such that
jm#k,1 (mod l) for every prime divisor l of q!1 that is not a divisor of
m. Then, evidently, m) :"cm is a primitive element of F
qn
for which
„
n
(m) )"„
n
(1/m) )"0. Accordingly, for any divisor M of m, we de"ne N*
q,n
(M)
to be the number of elements m that are not any kind of Mth power in F
qn
and
are such that „
n
(m)"„
n
(1/m)"0. To demonstrate Theorem 1.1 for particular
values of q and n, it su$ces to show that N
q,n
(m) is positive, where, for
convenience, N
q,n
(M) is de"ned to be q2N*
q,n
(M).
An expression for N
q,n
(M) (where MDm) is obtained in terms of generalised
Kloosterman sums. Taking M"m and estimates for such sums, we deduce
Theorem (1.1) for su$ciently large n and q (in an explicit sense). This,
however, leaves a vast number of cases to settle; we deal theoretically with all
but a handful of these by means of a sieving technique involving further
values of N
q,n
(M). When n"5 or 6 and q is small, much care is required.
Finally, a few cases with n"5 or 6 and q481 are resolved by direct
veri"cation.
From now on we suppose that n55.
2. CHARACTER SUM FORMULATION
Let s be the canonical additive character of F
q
. Thus, for x3F
q
,
s(x)"e2niT(x)@p , where „ denotes the absolute trace (from F
q
to F
p
). Moreover,
every additive character sL of F
q
is such that sL (x)"s (cx) (x3F
q
) for some
c3F
q
. Further, let s@"s („
n
) denote the lift of s to F
qn
. Next, we shall reserve
the notation t for a multiplicative character of F
qn
; more precisely, for any
divisor d of qn!1, t
d
will denote a typical character of F
qn
of exact order d.
Thus, t
1
is the trivial charater. For any a, b3F
qn
and any multiplicative
character t, the generalised (or twisted) Kloosterman sum K
n
(a, b; t) is
de"ned by
K
n
(a, b; t)" +
m|F*qn
s@(am#bm~1)t(m).
In particular, we write K
n
(a, b) for K
n
(a, b; t
1
), the (standard) Kloosterman
sum.
Recall that N
q,n
(M), where M Dm, represents the number (scaled by a factor
q2) of m in F*
qn
, not any kind of Mth power, such that „
n
(m)"„
n
(m~1)"0. To
describe an expression for N
q,n
(M), we introduce some simpli"ed notation. In
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u
or double sum +
u,v
"+
u
+
v
, the variables u or u and v will be
assumed to run over all members of the ground "eld F
q
. If u"0 is excluded,
we write +
uE0
, etc. For any divisor M of m :"(qn!1)/(q!1), abbreviate to
+
*M+d
a weighted sum of the form +
d DM
k (d)//(d)+
td
, where the inner sum
ranges over all /(d) characters of order d, and / and k denote the functions of
Euler and MoK bius, respectively. Finally, set h(h)"/(h)/h, for any positive
integer h.
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any divisor M of m, we have
N
q,n
(M)"h(M )+
u,v
+
*M+d
K
n
(u, v; t
d
).
Proof. The characteristic function for the subset of F*
qn
comprising ele-
ments which are not any kind of Mth power is an extension of the Vinog-
radov formula [6], Lemma 7.5.3 (see also [3]), and has the form h(M)+
*M+d
t
d
.
Moreover,
+
u
s (u„
n
(m))"G
q, if „
n
(m )"0,
0, otherwise.
Hence, from its de"nition (taking account of the scaling factor q2), we have
N
q,n
(M)" +
m|F*qnGh(M)+u,vs(„n (m)u)s(„n(m
~1)v) +
*M+d
t
d
(m)H
"h(M)+
u,v
+
m|F*qn
+
*M+d
s(„
n
(um#vm~1))t
d
(m)
and the result follows from the de"nition of the extension s@ and the generalis-
ed Kloosterman sum. j
3. KLOOSTERMAN AND GAUSS SUMS
In order to develop the formula of Proposition 2.1 into a more useful
shape, we record some facts about Kloosterman and Gauss sums that are
either elementary or can be found, for example, in [8, Chap. 5].
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that t is a multiplicative character of F
q
n. „hen
K
n
(0, 0; t)"G
qn!1, if t"t
1
,
0, otherwise.
Further, if either tOt
1
or a, b3F
q
n are not both zero, then
DK
n
(a, b; t) D42qn@2.
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n
(t)
de"ned by
G
n
(t)" +
m|F*qn
s@(m)t(m).
Also tM denote the complex conjugate character to t.
LEMMA 3.2. (i) If a (O0), b3F
q
n, then K
n
(a, b; t)"tM (a)K
n
(1, ab; t).
(ii) If bO0, then K
n
(0, b; t)"t(b)G
n
(tM ).
(iii) If aO0, then K
n
(a, 0; t)"tM (a)G
n
(t).
Some standard facts about Gauss sums are as follows.
LEMMA 3.3. (i) G
n
(t
1
)"!1.
(ii) If tOt
1
, then DG
n
(t) D"qn@2.
(iii) Suppose n is even, q is odd, and t"t
2
, the quadratic character. „hen
G
n
(t
2
)"!(!1)n(q~1)@4qn@2.
Next, when t"t
1
and u, v3F
q
, the Kloosterman sum K
n
(u, v) can be
expressed in terms of Kloosterman sums over F
q
itself. For t3F*
q
, set
k
t
"K
1
(1, t). Further, let D
n
(x, c) be the Dickson polynomial of the "rst kind
of degree n. Thus D
n
(x#c/x, c)"xn#cn/xn. From [8, Theorem 5.46] we
have the next result.
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose t3F*
q
. „hen
K
n
(1, t)"(!1)n~1D
n
(k
t
, q).
For given q, n de"ne d
q,n
by
d
q,n
"G
1
q!1 +
tE0
K
n
(1, t)H/qn@2.
Then Dd
q,n
D42 (by the second part of Lemma 3.1). On the other hand, at least
for reasonably small values of q, by means of Lemma 3.4, d
q,n
can readily be
calculated exactly.
As it happens, when q is odd and t"t
2
, the quadratic character, the
situation is more satisfactory for the evaluation of K
n
(1, t; t
2
) than for
K
n
(1, t) itself.
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose that q is odd and n is even. ‚et t3F*
q
and j be the
quadratic character on F
q
. If j(t)"1, with s2"t (s3F*
q
) and pPn, then
K
n
(1, t; t
2
)"(s(2ns)#s (!2ns))G
n
(t
2
).
Otherwise,
K
n
(1, t; t
2
)"2G
n
(t
2
).
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q
is a square in F
q
n (since n is even). Write t"s2, where, in
general, s3F
q
2-F
q
n. By [8],
K
n
(1, t; t
2
)"(s@(2s)#s@(!2s))G
n
(t
2
) .
If j (t)"1 (so that s3F
q
), then s@(2s)"s (2ns); in particular, this has the value
s(0)"1 whenever p Dn. If s3F
q
2CF
q
, then j(t)"!1, sq~1"t(q~1)@2"!1, so
that sq"!s and „
n
(2s)"2„
n
(s)"0, whence s@(2s)"s@(!2s)"1. The re-
sult follows. j
COROLLARY 3.6. Suppose that q is odd and n is even. „hen
+
tE0
K
n
(1, t; t
2
)"!(!1)n(q~1)@4(eq!2)qn@2,
where
e"G
2, if p Dn,
1, if pPn.
Proof. If p Dn, the result follows immediately by combining Lemmas 3.5
and 3.3 (iii). So suppose pPn. Since F*
q
comprises 1
2
(q!1) squares and
1
2
(q!1) nonsquares, we conclude from Lemma 3.5 that
+
tE0
K
n
(1, t; t
2
)"G
n
(t
2
)Aq!1# +
sE0
s(2ns)B
"(q!2)G
n
(t
2
),
and the result again follows from Lemma 3.3 (iii). j
4. DEVELOPMENT OF THE FORMULA FOR N
q,n
(M)
We shall apply the results of Section 3 to the formula in Proposition 2.1.
For this (and later) purpose, it is convenient to modify the notation +
*M+d
used
in that result. Speci"cally, for a divisor M@ of M, write +
*M,M{+d
to indicate
a similar sum in which terms corresponding to divisors d of M@ are excluded.
(In this section M@"1 or 2.)
Recall that m"(qn!1)/(q!1) is even if and only if q is odd and n is even;
in the latter case we shall assume that an even divisor M of m is selected.
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that M is a divisor of m, which is even if m is even.
„hen
N
q,n
(M)"h (M)(q!1)Mm!2#((q!1)d
q,n
#(!1)n(q~1)@4qe)qn@2
# +
*M,l+d
(2G
n
(t
d
)# +
tE0
K
n
(1, t; t
d
))N,
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e"
i
g
j
g
k
2, if m is even, and p Dn,
1, if m is even, and pPn,
0, if m is odd,
and
l"G
2, if m is even,
1, if m is odd .
Proof. Observe that, for any divisor d of m, t
d
(F*
q
)"1. Next, from
Lemmas 3.1}3.3, the contribution of the terms with t"t
1
(i.e., d"1) is
qn!1#2(q!1)G
n
(t
1
)#(q!1) +
tE0
K
n
(1, t)"(q!1)(m!2#d
q,n
(q!1)qn@2)
by Lemma 3.3(i) and the de"nition of d
q,n
.
When m is even, we see, taking account of the weighting factor
k(2)//(2)"!1, that the contribution of the terms with t"t
2
(d"2) is
!(q!1)G
n
(t
2
) (2#(eq!2))"(!1)n(q~1)@4e (q!1)qn@2‘1.
Finally, from Lemma 3.2, the contribution from the remaining divisors d of
M yields the sum +
*M,l+d. j
For any positive integer h, denote by =(h) the number of square-free
divisors of h. Then =(h)"2u(h), where u(h) is the number of distinct prime
divisors of h. Evidently, since there are /(d) characters t
d
, we have
D+
*M,M{+d
H(t
d
) D4HM=(M)!=(M@)N provided DH(t
d
)D4H, say, for d DM and
dPM@. We apply this to Proposition 4.1 with M"m. (We shall later use
Proposition 4.1 for other values of M.)
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose n55. „hen N
q,n
(m) is positive provided
qn@2~2!2q!1
qn@2‘2
’A1!
1
qBG!A1!
1
qB dq,n!(!1)n(q~1)@4e#2(=(m)!l)H,
where e and l are as in Proposition 4.1.
We shall denote the condition (inequality) of Proposition 4.2 by C
q,n
and its
left and right sides by ‚
q,n
and R
q,n
, respectively. Where the values of q and
n are understood, we shall abbreviate these to C, ‚, and R, respectively. Note
that the term !(2q!1)/(qn@2‘2) in ‚ is generally negligible and we shall
often ignore it; nevertheless it has a slight e!ect when q and n are small and
we shall take it into account whenever relevant.
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q,n
In this section we use C
q,n
to establish Theorem 1.1, whenever q, n, or
u
q,n
:"u(m) are su$ciently large (in an explicit sense). We stress that our
treatment is not exhaustive (meaning that there are many further values of
q and n which satisfy C
q,n
). Rather, we employ the condition to reduce the
problem to a "nite (though large) set of pairs (q, n) which can be dealt with
more e!ectively by the sieving procedure described in the next section.
First, we provide a simple lemma bounding the size of =(h).
LEMMA 5.1. For any positive integer h, =(h)(o(h)h1@4, where o(h)(4.9.
Indeed, we may suppose
o(h)(
i
g
j
g
k
2.9, if h is odd,
3.2, if 3Ph,
3.7, if 5Ph.
Proof. Observe that= is multiplicative. If p
1
,2,ps are the eligible prime
factors of h that are less than 16, it is clear that we may take 2s/Mp
1
2p
s
N1@4 as
an upper bound for o. j
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose that n55 and C
q,n
does not hold. „hen n410
and q(22(u‘ 1)@(n~4), where u"u
q,n
"u(m). Moreover, if n and q have the
indicated properties, then
u
q,5
440, u
q,6
430, u
q,7
44, u
q,8
413, u
q,9
46, u
q,10
410.
Proof. Omitting subscripts and negligible terms, and assuming that
C fails, we have
qn@2~2(‚(R(2A1!
1
qBA=(m)!
1
qB , (5.1)
and, hence, by Lemma 5.1,
qn@4~1(2o(m)(q!1)3@4.
Suppose n511. With o(m)(4.9, the above inequality implies that q48.
Hence, we can reduce the bound for o(m) appropriately (since pPm and, when
m"711!1, 5Pm) and deduce that q45. Indeed, n"11, if q"4 or
5; n"11 or 12, if q"3; and 114n414, if q"2. Now, in any of the above
cases with n"11, u
q,11
43 with u
2,11
"2, and (5.1) yields a contradiction.
Further, u
3,12
"5, u
2,12
"4, u
2,13
"1, u
2,14
"3, and (5.1) provides a con-
tradiction in each case. Only that with (q, n)"(2, 12) is (slightly) delicate. We
have R
2,12
(16!1
2
"15.5, whereas (including even the negligible term),
‚"16! 3
256
’15.9.
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q(22(u‘ 1)@(n~4). To obtain the bounds on u
q,n
, proceed as follows. Given n,
let S
n
be the set of primes which are candidates to be factors of m. Thus
S
5
"M5, 11, 31, 41, 61, 71,2N comprises 5 and all primes congruent to
1 (modulo 10). Similarly, S
7
"M7, 29, 43, 71,2N contains 7 and all primes
congruent to 1 (modulo 14), and S
9
"M3, 7, 13, 19, 31,2N contains 3 and all
primes congruent to 1 (modulo 6). For the even values of n, we simply allow
S
n
to be unrestricted.
Given n, let Pu be the product of the "rst u primes in Sn. Then we have
(q#1)n~1’m5Pu. On the other hand, q(Qu :"22(u‘ 1)@(n~4). It follows
that (Qu#1)n~1’Pu .
Now, for n"5, P
41
"5 ) 11 ) 31 )2 )1021’2.8]10102, whereas
(Q
41
#1)4(1.4]10101. Moreover, since further prime factors from S
5
ex-
ceed 28"256, it is evident that (Q
s
#1)4(P
s
for s541. It follows that
u
q,5
440. The other calculations are similar, but easier. j
From Proposition 5.2, when n"5 it su$ces to suppose that q(282 and
u
q,5
440. This leaves an enormous number of possibilities. Although we
could persist with C
q,5
to reduce this number somewhat, to complete the
project it is necessary to re"ne our approach.
6. SIEVING INEQUALITIES
Given q and n and a divisor M of m"(qn!1)/(q!1), we shall abbreviate
N
q,n
(M) to N(M) whenever appropriate. Observe that the value of N(M)
depends only on the distinct prime factors in M. Accordingly, given r51,
divisors m
1
,2, mr of m will be called (a set of ) complementary divisors (of m)
with common divisor m
0
if the set of distinct prime divisors of lcmMm
1
,2,mrN
is the same as that of m and, for any i, j with 14iOj4r, the set of distinct
prime divisors of gcd(m
i
, m
j
) is the set of distinct prime divisors of m
0
. (When
r"1, take m
1
"m
0
"m.)
PROPOSITION 6.1. ‚et m
1
,2,mr be complementary divisors of m with com-
mon divisor m
0
. „hen
N(m)5G
r
+
i/1
N(m
i
)H!(r!1)N(m0).
Proof. This extends a principle expounded, for example, in [3]. The case
r"1 is trivial. For r"2, denote the set of elements that are not any kind of
Mth power by A
M
. Then
A
m1
XA
m2
-A
m0
, A
m1
WA
m2
"A
m
,
134 CHOU AND COHENand the inequality holds by consideration of cardinalities. The proof is
completed by induction on r. j
This leads to a generalisation of the condition C
q,n
of Section 5. For this
purpose, we require a further de"nition. Given complementary divisors
m
1
,2, mr with common divisor m0, set
h :"h(m
1
,2, mr)"G
r
+
i/1
h(m
i
)H!(r!1)h (m0).
In applications, the size of h is crucial. It must not be too small and certainly
must be positive. Thus, although not necessary in principle, it is convenient in
practice to assume that m
0
is even whenever m is even (i.e., when q is odd and
n is even).
PROPOSITION 6.2. Suppose that n55 and m
1
,2,mr are complementary
divisors of m with common divisor m
0
(assume to be even if m is even). Suppose
that h"h(m
1
,2,mr) is positive. „hen N(m) is positive whenever
qn@2~2!2q!1
qn@2‘2
’A1!
1
qB G!A1!
1
qB dq,n#(!1)n(q~1)@4e
#2(=(m
0
)!l)#2h~1 r+
i/1
h(m
i
)(=(m
i
)!=(m
0
))H,
where e and l are as in Proposition 4.1.
Proof. From Propositions 6.1 and 4.1,
N(m)5 h
h(m
0
)
N(m
0
)# r+
i/1
M(q!1)h (m
i
) +
*mi,m0+d
(2G
n
(t
d
)# +
tE0
K
n
(1, t; t
d
)N,
whence the inequality follows as for the derivation of Proposition 4.2. Note,
in particular, that with the convention about m
0
, all contributions from
t
d
with d"1 or 2 are covered by the expression for N(m
0
). j
Denote the condition (inequality) of Proposition 6.2 by C
q,n
(m
1
,2,mr) or,
simply, by C(m
1
,2,mr) or C. (Therefore, the condition (inequality) Cq,n in
Section 4 becomes C
q,n
(m).) Denote the left and right sides of C
q,n
(m
1
,2, mr)
by ‚
q,n
(m
1
,2, mr) (or, simply, ‚(m1,2, mr) or ‚) and Rq,n(m1,2mr) (or
R(m
1
,2,mr) or R), respectively. In particular, write R"(1!1/q)(S1#S2),
where S
1
is the &&m
0
’’ part and S
2
is the &&m
1
,2,mr and h’’ part.
7. DEGREE 5
Take n"5 and omit subscripts, etc., relating to n. Then m is always odd.
We demonstrate that C
q
(m
1
,2, mr) holds for appropriate complementary
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0
"1: we do this except for a few small values
of q. Note that, if m
0
"1, then S
1
"!(1!1/q)d
q
, so that DS
1
D4
2(1!1/q)(2.
LEMMA 7.1. ‚et n"5. „hen there are complementary divisors m
1
,2,mr
with common divisors m
0
"1 such that C
q
(m
1
,2,mr) holds, except when
q"2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 16, 25, 31, 37, 59, 64, 71, or 81.
Proof. By Proposition 4.2, we can assume u"u
q
440.
Step 1. C
q
(m
1
, m
2
) (r"2) holds for some choice of complementary div-
isors, whenever 124u440.
To justify this claim, "rst write the primes in m in increasing order as
p
1
,2, pu. When u"2s is even, put m1"p12ps , m2"ps‘12p2s . When
u is odd, proceed similarly but with m
1
(say) containing one more prime. We
concentrate on the even case: for u odd obvious (slight) adjustments are to be
made.
So assume u"2s, s420. As noted above, S
1
(2 and ; :"(h(m
1
)
#h(m
2
))/h"1#1/(h(m
1
)#h(m
2
)!1). Hence
R(2((2s!1);#1).
Since h(p
i
) increases with i, then h(m
1
)#h(m
2
) is minimized when p
1
,2, p2s
are replaced by the smallest primes in S
5
"M5, 11, 31, 41, 61,2N as used in
Proposition 5.2 (to see this, do the replacements one at a time, beginning with
p
1
, even if at some stage the primes under consideration are not all distinct).
Further, it is also clear that, as s varies, this minimum itself attains its least
value when s is maximal, i.e., s"20. Consequently, to obtain a suitable
general upper bound for ;, take s"20 and replace p
1
,2, p40 by
M5, 11, 31,2, 991N, the "rst 40 members of S5. This yields
h(m
1
)"0.623142, h(m2)"0.971032, and ;(2.683. Moreover,
(q#1)4’m5P
2s
, the product of the "rst 2s primes in S
5
. Hence, if
C(m
1
, m
2
) fails, then
q"‚2(P1@4
2s
!14R2(4(2.683 ) (2s!1)#1)2.
For s"6, P1@4
12
!1’257729, whereas R2(115640, which would contradict
the above inequality; indeed, the contradiction is magni"ed as s increases.
Step 2. C
q
(m
1
,2, mr) generally holds with r"u when u411.
Let m
1
,2, mr be the distinct primes in m (in increasing order). Then
R(m
1
,2,mr)(2Ah~1
r
+
i/
h (m
i
)#1B"2A2#A
+r
i/1
(h(m
i
)
r!1 !1B
~1
B .
Now, if p
1
, p
2
,2 are the primes of S5 (in increasing order), then
+ r
i/1
h(m
i
)
r!1 5
+ r
i/1
h(p
i
)
r!1 ,
136 CHOU AND COHENand the latter is a decreasing function of r, certainly so long as +r
i/1
h(p
i
)’
r!1. Hence, if C(m
1
,2,mr) fails, then
‚"Jq(R(2 A2#A
1
10
11
+
i/1
h (p
i
)!1B
~1
B(38.07.
We deduce that q(1450. Yet the smallest prime power q with u56 is
74"2401. Hence we may assume that u45.
If u"5, repeat the above argument with 11 replaced by 5 to deduce that
q(275. The only qualifying prime power is q"28"256 in which case
m"5 ) 11 ) 31 )41 ) 61681, whence
R(2(6.473#1)(14.93(16"‚
and C
256
(m
1
,2,m5) holds.
The same argument when u"4 yields q(175 which leaves to be settled
the cases q"16, 59, 64, 71, 81, 101, 125 and 163. (Observe in particular that,
for q"16, the minimal value p
1
p
2
p
3
p
4
for m is actually attained.) In fact, for
those three values of q above that exceed 100, C(m
1
, m
2
, m
3
, m
4
) is satis"ed.
For instance, if q"101, then m"5 ) 31 ) 491 ) 381 and R
101
(9.53(
J101"‚
101
.
If u"3, the general argument applies except when q(99, which leaves
q"25, 31, 37, 47, 49, 53, 61, 89, 97. The last three of these satisfy
C
q
(m
1
,m
2
,m
3
) when the exact values of h(m
i
), 14i43, are used. But we can
also exclude q"47, 49, and 53 by using the more accurate bound
R(A1!
1
qBA!A1!
1
qB dq#S2B (7.1)
and computing d
q
(easily, via Lemma 3.4) using MAPLE. Thus,
d
47
"0.10452, R47(6.563,
d
49
"!0.00052, R49(3.382,
d
53
"!0.087722, R53(6.401,
and R
q
(Jq"‚
q
in each use.
When u"2, the general bound is q(47, and this leaves q"4, 5, 8, 9,
11, 19, 27, 32, and 41. For q"41 (m"52 ) 579281), use (7.1) simply with
Dd
41
D42 to yield R2(39.7(q, and for q"19 (m"151 ) 911), use (7.1) with
the accurate value d
19
"!0.523192 to yield R2(18.27. Similarly,
when q"32, m"601 ) 1801, d
32
"0.53012, R232(11.44,
when q"27, m"112 ) 4561, d
27
"!0.20012,R227(17.91.
PRIMITIVE ELEMENTS WITH ZERO TRACES 137Finally, when u"1, Proposition 6.2 itself yields
R(A1!
1
qBA2!A1!
1
qB dqB42A1!
1
qBA2!
1
qB,
which "rst implies q(13 (taking account even of the negligible terms). In
fact, q"7 may also be excluded, because
d
7
"!0.44862, R7(2.1, ‚7"J7!
13
77@2
’2.6.
From the above C
q,5
is satis"ed for all q except those listed. j
8. DEGREE 6
Now, take n"6 and again omit references to n. This time, if q is odd, then
m is even. If, in fact, q,1 (mod 6), then 6 Dm. If q is even and square, then m is
divisible by 3. Although compared with the case n"5, ‚
q
has increased
essentially from Jq to q, this is countered by the occurrence in m of the
primes 2, 3, when q,1 (mod 6). Accordingly, we concentrate on this case and
omit most of the details for odd q not congruent to 1 modulo 6 and for
non-square even q.
LEMMA 8.1. ‚et n"6. „hen there are complementary divisors m
1
,2,mr
such that C
q
(m
1
,2, mr) holds, except when q425 or q"29, 37, or 41.
Proof. By Proposition 5.2 we can assume u"u
q
430.
Step 1 (q,1(mod 6)). C
q
(m
1
, m
2
) holds for some choice of m
1
, m
2
when-
ever 164u430.
Take m
0
"6. Assume u"2s is even; otherwise, make minor adjustments
in the following argument. Let the primes exceeding 3 (in increasing order) be
p
1
,2, p2s~2 and set m1"6p12ps~1, m2"6ps2p2s~2 (s415), so that
u(m
1
)"u(m
2
)"s#1. We use the simple bound DS
1
D(8 and hence
R(m
1
,m
2
)(2((2s‘1!4);#4),
where;"h~1(h(m
1
)#h(m
2
)) as in the proof of Lemma 7.1. Analogously to
the argument there, "rst replace p
1
,2, p2s~2 by the smallest 2s!2 primes
exceeding 3 and then s by its maximum value (namely, 15, so that p
28
is
replaced by 113) to obtain the bound ;(4.9743. Thus, for s"8, R(5062,
whereas ‚
q
"q’m1@5!15P1@5
16
!1’7990, where P
16
is the product of
the "rst 16 primes. This implies C(m
1
, m
2
) for s58, since subsequent new
primes in P
2s~2
exceed 25"32.
Step 1a (q odd and not congruent to 1 modulo 6). C
q
(m
1
, m
2
) holds
whenever 134u430.
138 CHOU AND COHENAssume u"2s!1 is odd; otherwise make minor adjustments. Take
m
1
"2p
1
2p
s~1
, m
2
"2p
s
2p
2s~2
(s415), where p
1
,2, p2s~2 are the odd
primes in m. Thus m
0
"2. This yields a bound for R exactly one-half of that
used in Step 1, namely,
R(m
1
, m
2
)(2((2s!2);#2), ;(4.9743.
For s"7, this yields R(1258, whereas (remembering that 3 is not a divisor
of m), we have q’(P
14
/3)1@5!1’1342.
Step 1b (q even). C
q
(m
1
,m
2
) holds whenever 134u430.
For q a square, this is exactly as in Step 1a with the roles of the primes
2 and 3 interchanged. With u"2s!1 and s"7, we obtain R(1258,
whereas ‚’1455. For q an even nonsquare, proceed similarly with m
0
"1.
Step 2 (q,1 (mod 6)). C
q
(m
1
,2,mr), r"u!2, m0"6, holds when-
ever u58 or q’79.
Take m
i
"6p
i
, i"1,2, r (r413), where p1,2, pr are the primes in m ex-
ceeding 3, and set
;"(h(m
1
,2, mr))~1
r
+
i/1
h(m
i
)"(h(p
1
,2, pr))~1
r
+
i/1
h(p
i
).
We have DS
1
D(8 and
R(8(;#1).
Replacing p
1
,2, pr by the r smallest primes exceeding 3, and then r by 13, we
obtain the bound R(574. The smallest prime power with u511, however,
is 1069. Hence, we may suppose u49; indeed, reworking the above with
r47 (u49), we deduce that R(160: hence, u48. Next, if u"8, take
r"6 and the bound for R in the more precise form
R(8A1!
1
qB (;#1).
We obtain ;(14.2326, whence R(121.87(1!1
q
), which exceeds ‚"9 in
every case, since the smallest relevant prime power is q"121. It follows that
u47, in which case the general argument yields q489 which implies
q479.
Step 2a (q odd and not congruent to 1 modulo 6). C
q
(m
1
,2, mr), r"
u!1, m
0
"2, holds whenever u57 or q’41.
The relevant bound for R is one-half of that used in Step 2, namely,
R(4(;#1).
Step 2b (q even). C
q
(m
1
,2,mr), r"u!1, m0"3, holds whenever
q564.
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q"64, for which u"7, is covered.
Step 3. C
q
(m
1
,2,mr) holds for some further cases with m0"1 or 2.
For q odd, take r"u!1 and m
i
"2p
i
, i"1,2, r, and use the bound
R(4;#2!(!1)n(q~1)@4e44(;#1)
with the weaker inequality. We have, for example,
R
61
(6, 14, 26, 61, 194, 1040)(57.8,
R
43
(6, 22, 26, 278, 1262)(40.1,
R
27
(14, 38, 74, 1514)(23.5.
Moreover, when q"31, using (7.1) and d
31
"0.12792, we obtain
R
31
(6, 14, 38, 662)(29.92.
We also have
R
32
(3, 7, 11, 151, 331)(23.
This completes the proof (with the listed exceptions). j
9. DEGREE 57
LEMMA 9.1. Suppose n57. „hen for all prime power q there are com-
plementary divisors m
1
,2,mr such that Cq,n(m1,2, mr) holds, except when
q"2 and n"8.
Proof. Since ‚
q,n
"qn@2~2, it becomes increasingly easy to satisfy C
q,n
.
Only very small q (say, q45) need be reckoned with and, for these, the
factors 1!1
q
in the bound (7.1) for R
q,n
become signi"cant.
When n"7, ‚"q3@2, and prime divisors of m lie in S
7
"M7, 29, 43,2N.
Moreover, for q"2 or 3, u"1, and R(3/2 or 20/7, respectively. Further
R
4,7
(23, 127)(3
4A4.11#
3
2B(4.2.
Further details are unnecessary.
For n"8, ‚"q2. Only q"2 is not amenable to treatment (because
u
2,8
"3). When q"3, departing from our convention of having an even
common divisor, we have
R
3,8
(14, 41)(2
3 A
h(m
1
)(2.2#1)#2h(m
2
)
h(m
1
,m
2
)
#4
3B
(7.69(q2"9.
140 CHOU AND COHENWhen n"9, ‚"q5@2. Then u
2,9
"u
3,9
"2 and u
4,9
"4. Thus, for
example,
R
2,9
(7, 73)(2.69,
and
R
4,9
(3, 7, 19, 73)(12.5(‚"32.
Finally, when n"10, then ‚"q3, and it su$ces to illustrate with q"2.
We have
R
2,10
(3, 11, 31)(5.18(‚
2,10
"8. j
10. DIRECT VERIFICATION FOR SOME q481
There are still a few cases unresolved by the last three sections. Now, we
compute directly all those undetermined cases by means of Maple V using
primitive polynomials from the paper of Hansen and Mullen [5]. In every
instance we provide a single primitive element m3F
q
n satisfying „
n
(m)"0
"„
n
(1/m). Of course, generally, there are many such elements. Neverthe-
less, after a complete run, it is apparent there are no relevant primitive
elements m3F
q
n when either n"5 and q"4 or n"6 and q"2 or 3.
In the list below, we use a quadruplet (q; n; f (x); i) to indicate a primitive
element m3F
q
n satisfying „
n
(m)"0"„
n
(1/m). The "rst column q"pk is the
order of the ground "eld F
q
, the second column n is the degree of the wanted
primitive element, the third column f (x) is a primitive polynomial of degree
nk over F
p
, and the fourth column i is a positive integer satisfying
(i, qn!1)"1; thus whenever a3F
q
n is a root of f (x) in the third column, then
„
n
(ai)"0"„
n
(a~i). In fact, we always take i"1 when q"p is a prime
number, i.e., the polynomial f (x) is the minimal polynomial of some desired
primitive element m"a1.
(2; 5; x5#x2#1; 1), (2; 8; x8#x4#x3#x2#1; 1),
(3; 5; x5#x3#2x2#1; 1), (22; 6; x12#x6#x4#x#1; 37),
(5; 5; x5#x2#2; 1), (5; 6; x6#x2#3; 1),
(7; 6; x6#x4#x3#2x2#3; 1), (23; 5; x15#x#1; 269),
(23; 6; x18#x7#1; 541), (32; 5; x10#x3#x#2; 815),
(32; 6; x12#x5#x#2; 181), (11; 5; x5#2x2#9; 1),
(11; 6; x6#x3#3x2#7; 1), (13; 6; x6#x3#x2#11; 1),
PRIMITIVE ELEMENTS WITH ZERO TRACES 141(24; 5; x20#x3#1; 1697), (24; 6; x24#x4#x3#x#1; 2273),
(17; 6; x6#x3#2x2#12; 1), (19; 6; x6#x3#x2#2; 1),
(23; 6; x6#x3#3x2#21; 1), (52; 5; x10#x2#x#3; 3713),
(52; 6; x12#x3#2x#3; 5923), (29; 6; x6#x3#4x2#8; 1),
(31; 5; x5#3x2#10; 1), (37; 5; x5#x2#2; 1),
(37; 6; x6#x3#x2#13; 1), (72; 6; x12#3x2#2x#3; 13831),
(59; 5; x5#x2#7; 1), (26; 5; x30#x6#x4#x#1; 7283),
(34; 5; x20#x5#x#2; 15947).
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